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Setting the scene

§ FGC is financially sound year to year but significant capital required 
to upgrade ageing infrastructure creating financial vulnerability.

§ Water infrastructure is most critical – a new modernized system will 
create a more efficient, sustainable position.

§ Poker machines voluntarily removed by FGC as not aligned with 
Club’s ethos or role within community.  FGC has a need to explore 
other income diversification options.

§ Report to assist FGC with income diversification opportunities 
through single purpose, integrated & complementary development 
(Tony Adam’s report) highlighted over 55’s lifestyle development as 
strong fit.

§ FGC conducted process to bring award winning industry specialist 
to explore the report recommendation. 

§ Extensive pre consultation with identified stakeholder groups



The proposal so far

§ Residential interface 
removed and proposal 
footprint pulled back from 
boundary following 
resident and 
environmentally focussed 
feedback

§ Integrated into core of 
FGC operation, improved 
product diversity and 
housing choice

§ Centralised proposal 
footprint optimum 
location for bush fire and 
environmental 
considerations



How did we get here?

§ Historic parcels explored for development showed opportunities 
and issues across FGC site

§ Mbark assessed largest parcel as presenting bushfire risk
§ This risk considered not to be acceptable for intended purpose
§ APZ impacts could have unintended impacts of Red Hill Reserve
§ Proximity (lack of) for these parcels to core development was 

inconsistent with principle of integrating with FGC
§ NE parcel offered excellent development potential 
§ Other potential on residential fringe investigated – slopes offering 

mitigation to residential amenity and view impacts
§ These locations also improved connectivity with core
§ NE parcel potential impacts highlighted by Red Hill Regenerators –

APZ, proximity to reserve, unintended consequences



How did we get here?

§ The response to RHR concerns was to avoid NE parcel - removing 
or substantially mitigating environmental impacts to Reserve

§ Potential footprint being concentrated to core and expanded to 
include current FGC practice area

§ Major compression away from fringe of FGC lease and Reserve 
boundary

§ Lack of slope progressing along residential interface presented 
potential view impacts needing further analysis

§ Significant changes made to avoid or mitigate Reserve impacts at 
this stage

§ Extensive consideration given to community benefits the proposal 
could generate, especially securing tenure over environmental area

§ Unused land in NW has potential to rehabilitate into Reserve 
extension for environmental and community benefit – positive step



How did we get here?

§ Restriction of residential interface where slopes and proximity don’t 
provide opportunity to mitigate amenity and view impacts

§ FGC practice facilities relocated to secure the future tenure of NE 
parcel with golf use rather than being seen for future development

§ Both NW and NE parcel have ability to ensure no future 
development (the financial model proposed will also see FGC 
receive ongoing financial contributions from proposal)

§ Residential interface removed (no direct building) and proposal 
footprint pulled back from boundary following resident and 
environmentally focussed feedback

§ Integrated into core of FGC operation, improved product diversity 
and housing choice

§ Centralised proposal footprint optimum location for bush fire and 
environmental considerations



Key considerations, opportunities and targets

§ Environmental
§ Amenity
§ Access
§ Bushfire
§ Sustainability
§ Built form



Environmental

§ Seek to avoid or substantially 
mitigate direct impacts to 
Reserve

§ Adapt design and operating 
protocols to consider potential 
impacts – APZ’s, no cats, 
proximity to reserve 
boundaries, controlled 
landscaping palette

§ Village rules and long term 
ownership able to ensure 
continuance of these items 
established at proposal stage

§ Opportunity for material 
Reserve expansion

§ Reserve expansion represents a 
material environmental and 
community benefit

§ Not to be considered an ‘offset’ 
as other impacts being avoided 
or substantially mitigated



Amenity

§ Maintain public accesses and 
walking trails

§ Enhance accessibility to FGC site 
in NW area with Reserve 
integration and preservation / 
formalisation of access trails

§ Secure the open green space of 
golf course and surrounds for 
continued enjoyment by public 
(unlikely to remain at current 
levels if FGC no longer occupies 
the space)

§ Landscape buffers to mitigate 
view changes at residential 
interface – view assessments 
offered with limited take up

§ Improve trail network and 
ensure public access and amenity 
maintained at same or improved 
levels

§ Do everything possible to give 
community comfort that this is 
‘one time only’



Access & traffic

§ Over 55’s incremental traffic 
movements will be minor 
(supported by traffic studies)

§ 3 access options
– Gowrie Drive (preferred)
– Brereton Street
– Link between Gowrie & Brereton

§ Current emergency egress to 
Brereton Street – opportunity to 
enhance the functionality of this 
egress point

§ Safety is primary consideration and 
clear improvements can be made

§ Manage design & works to ensure 
short term Reserve impacts are 
minimised with opportunity to 
provide improvements over current 
design

§ Maintain Gowrie Drive access only 
with upgraded emergency egress 
at current location (i.e no changes 
for access arrangements)

§ Modify Gowrie design for speed 
management and intersection with 
Red Hill Dr. for improved safety



Bushfire

§ Avoid completely any parcels 
likely to present bush fire risks 
to residents

§ Seek to locate proposal on site 
in a manner that presents 
lowest potential bushfire risk

§ Target - Ensure no bush fire 
management off site (avoid 
APZ requirements in Reserve 
land) to avoid environmental 
impacts from bushfire 
management

§ Look for opportunities to 
improve existing egress 
arrangements

§ The proposal is located on the 
part of the site presenting the 
lowest bushfire risk

§ The proposal in its current form 
requires no APZ management off 
site or near the Reserve or its 
boundary



Sustainability

§ Off grid capability – private 
embedded network, solar and 
battery storage to supply 
village and Club

§ Electric car share model 
proposed

§ Village storm water harvesting 
to contribute efficiency to golf 
course water usage and 
storage as well as recycled use 
within village

§ Passive solar design emphasis 
for all built form

§ Responsible materials palette

§ World class energy outcomes 
targeted

§ Efficient water usage to exceed 
benchmark requirements



Built form

§ Apartment, town home and 
free standing houses allow 
housing choice and a more 
affordable entry point in to the 
village

§ Consolidation of built form 
into central part of FGC site 
adjacent to existing built form 
minimises the visual changes 
arising (i.e from Red Hill 
Lookout)

§ Design to sit ‘comfortably’ in 
bush setting

§ Clubhouse will remain highest 
built part of the site

§ A design focus to nestle into bush 
setting and restrict the location of 
built form to an integrated core 
location

§ A variety of product types to 
enhance housing choice and 
affordability is essential



Thank you 
and discussion


